Steps to a Perfect Carrot Patch?
By Al Chomica – written in 2014
While learning to grow food in Nanoose we discovered it is almost impossible to grow perfect carrots
due to two pests – one is aerial and the other is subterranean. After two years of growing and
harvesting carrots that were half eaten by these bugs, we decided to try a little experiment. We would
try to keep these pests away from our beleaguered carrot patch in an organic fashion... Meaning no
chemicals or pesticides.

The aerial pest is the Carrot Rust Fly. It lays eggs on the root and the maggots live in the carrot over the
summer. They look OK from the top but the maggots riddle the carrot with tunnels rendering them
mostly into small pieces and waste.

This is the Carrot Rust Fly. It is orange like a
carrot and it is a very fast and low flyer
about a half inch long. It is very hard to swat
because it is so quick. See that tiny
ovipositor on the tail? That is how the eggs
get injected into the tops of the growing
carrots.

I read that if one were to somehow elevate the growing carrots in a pot or in a high location that the
carrot fly would not find them. I heard reference to a height of 18 inches to keep your carrots safe.
Obviously, the carrot fly never read this article because I have seen them attracted to material in the
compost bin one day that was well over 18” high.

One day I witnessed about 100 carrot flies buzzing all around some rotted compost material. I have also
since seen this phenomenon with fresh horse manure that also seems to attract these flies in swarms. I
tried swatting them but they were faster than my fly swatter so I stuck out a bunch of yellow ‘Sticky
Strips’ that caught many of them. Since the compost bin was over four feet high and the flies showed
up in great numbers, this 18” idea seemed to be based on someone’s untested thoughts. Obviously, to
grow carrots I was going to have to ignore the height concept.
The other subterranean pest is the wire worm that severs the root from the plant causing the plant to
wilt and die within a couple hours. These guys have eaten entire crops of my lettuce in a few short days
and are nearly impossible to eradicate as they spend all their time underground. They seem to be in raw
soil wherever there is grass nearby so it would appear I would need to have sterilized, pure soil if I were
to eliminate these wireworm pests.

So, we took one of the four raised beds and dug it out in an
attempt at eliminating any resident critters that lived in the soil.
Many wire worms were seen during this process and they were
mostly eliminated by hand. Carrots grow best in a light fluffy soil
without any rocks so we dug this bed out completely to make a
new mix. When the soil was removed, we placed a layer of heavyduty landscape fabric that would prevent the subterranean insects
from travelling up into the beds in April when they emerge from
the soil to lay their eggs.

The soil was spread onto a tarp on the lawn and was then covered with greenhouse plastic to act as a
sun collector. The sun cooked this soil over the course of one day and a few dozen dead wire worms
were found in this process. The soil was now essentially clean of wire worms as far as we could
determine. It got so hot under the plastic that the grass growing under the tarp became completely
burned as well.

The bed was then refilled with a layer of clay to keep
in the water. Then a layer of rich compost was
applied to serve as food for the growing carrots. On
top of this (food) will be the sterilized growing
medium because carrots will grow too many root
hairs if grown in rich compost. If we place the
compost about a foot down the carrots should grow
long and straight.

The growing medium is compost, peat moss, perlite,
vermiculite and sand all mixed together for the top
layer - about 12 inches deep. The soil should be so
loose that one can stick their hand right thru it to the
bottom. This bed required 22 wheel barrows of mixed
soil to fill it. Shouldn't be any wire worms in this
stuff...

Now to eliminate the aerial invader. We made a
double frame that fits right on top of the raised bed. Then we planted five, six-foot rows of seeds. They
say the normal harvest is a pound of carrots per foot so this bed should give us 30 lbs of produce if it
works.

